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Fairbrook Decision Yields
Food Service Protest

Y Plans StudentFaculty Retreat

March 13,1970

Elbert Covell Adds
Costa Rican Campus

Y Director, Stan Stevens, and
by Dean Bobbins
o f t h e school's curriculum
five student group facilitators
Concerned campus students
Elbert Covell College will add which was previously lacking.
have been trained by local psy
recently reacted sharply to
chologist, Dr. Leonard Campos, a semester abroad program to "No other college in the world
BOYCOTT
Paul Fairbrook's, Director of
Concerned Raymond students to lead a student-faculty en its curriculum this August. Un has a comparbale four year
Housing and Food Service, lat- capitulated their distress over counter retreat this Saturday der the program, Covell juniors program," he said.
jj est policy decision concerning the staff adjustment earlier and Sunday at Eagle Cottage in will become submerged in the
WORK EXPERIENCE
; the administrative personnel of this week by boycotting Ray Columbia. Interested students culture of San Jose, Costa Rica,
While the North American
lj Callison and Anderson dining mond dining hall. All students and faculty are encouraged to while attending the university student will be exposed to life
' halls.
ate at Anderson to associate register at the Anderson Y as there. The program will con in a second country in the
tribute greatly to the school's Americas, the Latin American
Fairbrook announced last themselves with their former soon as possible.
objective of training experts in student will gain experience in
week that beginning March 9 a d m i n i s t r a t o r s , M y e r s a n d
The group will leave the An interamericanism.
a third American country. The
advising staffs at Callison and Schwinn.
derson Y Center at 8:00 am this
The late Dr. Arthur Cullen, program also provides a needed
Anderson dining halls would be
Fairbrook discussed the situa Saturday,
March 14, and return Covell's first provost, had hop opportunity for the Latin Amer
interchanged. Advisor Charlotte tion with Raymond representa
Schwinn from Callison changed tives and the boycott evening to campus Sunday, March 15, in ed to establish such a foreign ican to prepare to return home
position with Mrs. Emma How was climaxed when a motorcy the early afternoon. The cost program for the college since after having lived in the U.S.
ard and J. R. Allison at Ander cle was ridden into the Ray for the weekend will be $10, all its founding. After much per for a total of almost four years.
sonal work, he was finally able
For both the North American
son. Mrs. Helen Myers, another mond dining hall discussion expenses included.
According to Stan Stevens, to announce publicly, in Jan and the Latin American stu
a d v i s o r f r o m C a l l i s o n , w a s room.
the weekend is designed to pro uary, that such a program had dents the semester abroad will
switched to Covell and not to
FOOD WASTAGE
vide
an environment of open become a reality.
also provide valuable work ex
Anderson with Schwinn.
Resulting boycotted and un
Dr. Gerald Martin, math and perience. As the college con
PETITIONS
touched Raymond food sadly ness and support in which stu
According to the circulated cluttered and caused excess dents and faculty allow them statistics professor at Covell, is tinues to grow, arrangements
memo from Paul Fairbrook, the food wastage problems for the selves to become involved in a director of the new overseas might be made which would al
Food Service Director wishes dining hall staff at Covell and learning process which empha program. He said, "with this low students to choose between
more students to get acquaint Callison. However many stu sizes personal feelings and in program Covell College will three or four different places
be a truly fully functional to spend their semester abroad.
ed with existing food service dents expressed the viewpoint terpersonal experiences.
Participants should bring a institution able to expertly pre Locations mentioned as possi
staff members by his provision that through the student con
of "new faces" in the repective cern evidenced by the petitions sleeping bag, a towel and toilet pare students in the field of bilities for such expansion are:
dining halls. The memo placed and boycott Fairbrook would articles, and casual clothing is interamericanism." Martin also Cali, Colombia; Jalapa, Mexico;
on the Callison dining hall, hopefully resign to either fur suggested, with slacks or jeans said the semester abroad exper and Mendoza, Argentina.
ience provides a necessary part
(See Pg. 6, Col. 3)
punch-in time clock soon be ther clarified explanations of for the girls.
came a battered pencil marked the food service situation or to
paper dangling only slightly reinstate the food service per
above a Fairbrook installed sign sonnel to the former dining
saying, "Smile—you may not halls.
feel like it later in the day."
The prevalent student senti
Student sentiment was sharp ment emphasizes the useful
upon release of the Fairbrook ness, awkwardness and uncall
food personnel statement. Mim ed-for removals of Schwinn and
eographed petitions were soon Myers, food service personnel
by Jenelle Magnuson
Lehn, had to dismiss his 9:00 made it a success. Dr. Burns is
posted at dining hall ticket- at Callison, who did not wish
a.m. class at 9:30 because stu a strong supporter when con
Conservatory faculty and stu dents in the next room were
punch counters and were im to leave their assumed admini
dents are concerned with the rehearsing with French horns, vinced of need. The need now
mediately signed and circulated strative posts.
limited facilities that the UOP and the sounds that emitted is to encourage Dr. Burns to
by hundreds of concerned stu
(See Pg. 3, CoL 5)
devote his energy to improving
Conservatory offers to an ex disrupted his class.
department facilities."
panding student body. The de
Practice rooms are overcrowd
PETITION CIRCULATES
mands of the music department ed, stuffy, and confining. The
The
students have taken up
have been virtually ignored for Annex practice rooms are paint
the past thirty years, and fin ed in assorted jelly bean colors where the faculty has left off.
ally the musicians have united to improve on the drabness, but Conservatroy students held a
towards
a higher standard of after practicing for fifteen min meeting March 5. at 11:00 am
by Bill Morse
There are openings in banks,
in the Conservatory to introduce
learning
facilities.
accounting firms, brokerage
utes in a jelly bean, you begin a petition that may be signed
A meaningful experience in houses and insurance compan
Dean Preston Stedman of the to feel pretty sticky.
by music majors or anyone tak
the business world is quite of ies, to name only a few. These Conservatory inspected Sacra
The space shortage was most
ten claimed but is actually openings include such compan mento State College's new Mus crucial during finals. When the ing a music class. A group
hard to find. The newly organ ies as Standard Oil, Pacific Gas ic and Art Center last week. rooms were all occupied, stu meeting will confront President
ized internship program, pro and Electric, Pacific Telephone, The purpose of his trip was to dents were forced to practice Burns with the petition this
ject Step-Up, is designed to pro Levi-Strauss, Bank of America, view the improvements and elsewhere, but where? Under week.
The petition has seven main
vide this experience successful Firemen's Fund, and Reynold's modifications made for the mu trees, on Knowles Field, or
points, and states, in effect that
ly.
& Co.
sic department there, as com down by the Calaveras were there is a shortage of class
The student will be placed in
All that remains is to match pared with the improvements in the most available places at the room, office, practice rooms,
a worthwhile position of mid these companies with qualified UOP's Conservatory. Clearly, the time.
teaching materials, equipment
dle or upper management. He students. But before this can conservatory has room for pro
BOARD OF REGENTS
and good quality instruments.
will receive valuable knowledge be accomplished more appli gress.
Stedman voiced the situation
SERVICES
SPACE SHORTAGE
that will give him greater in cants are needed to fill these
to the Board of Regents and
In spite of the condition of
sight into his education at Pa jobs.
The Conservatory's classroom, UOP President Burns, but his the present facilities, music stu
cific and his future occupation
The chance of a lifetime practice room, and office space efforts failed. If the board must dents present community serv
al decisions.
awaits those students who are was last improved in 1947-1948, raise money, it would rather ices, free of charge to the pub
The members of project Step- uncertain. Find out what it is when the school set up "tem use the funds to innovate than lic (such as Chapel Choir,
porary" quonset huts. Today improve an existing plan.
bands, recitals, and student
Up have been working vigor like in the business world.
All you have to do is pick up the buildings are fully used,
Stedman has summed the t e a c h e rs for schools and
ously this past semester to se
cure jobs. They report that a questionaire at the Business overcrowded, and obsolete. The problem into a few sentences, churches). For the high stand
many firms have affirmatively Office in North Hall, fill it out walls are paper thin and un "There is no space. The Con ards of scholarship and per
agreed to participate in the pro and return it by March 17. suitable for practice rooms or servatory has designed a suc formance, the Conservatory is
gram. All major areas of the There will be no applications classrooms. Last week, music cessful program without a phy recognized both regionally and
accepted after that time.
harmony and theory teacher, sical plan. The students have nationally.
business world are included.
by Miarcia Williams

dents before their formal pre
sentation to Fairbrook.

Musicians Petition President
About Deteriorating Conservatory

STEP UP OFFERS
WORK EXPERIENCE
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SEIDMAN-THOMPSON
TO ALL PACIFIC STUDENTS
ON THE STOCKTON CAMPUS:

TIGER GUIDE
Friday, March 13

Placement Interviews El Mon
te School District
7:30—Pacific Theatre, "Tom
Sawyer," Rotunda
8:15—Band Concert, Conser
vatory
9-12—SAE Rush Dance
9-1—Peace Union Coffee House
basement of John Bailantyne

Saturday, March 14

Student Faculty Encounter
Retreat sponsored by An
derson Y, Eagle Cottage, Co
lumbia
Panhellenic Rush Parties
2 and 7:30 pm—"Tom SawState, here
2 pm and 7:30—"Tom Saw
yer," Rotunda
9-12—DU Rush Dance

Sunday, March 15

Student Faculty Encounter
Retreat
Panhellenic Rush parties
2 nad 7:30 pm—"Tom Saw
yer," rotunda
8 pm—Raymond College film,
"Forbidden Gaines," Com
mon Room

Monday, March 16
Naval Air Reserve Training
Unit, Officer Candidate Op
portunities
5:30-6:30 pm—Panhellenic Pre
ference
7 pm — Liberation Theater,
"The Battle of Algiers,"
Chapel
8 pm—Callison Flim, "He who
Must Die," WPC Aud.
Tuesday, March 17

Placement Interviews, Long
Beach Unified School Dist
rict
Dress Steak Dinner, all din
ing halls
11 am—Mr. Alexander Hing,
Minister of Information of
the Red Guards (San Fran
cisco militant Asians for
f r e e d o m), "Violence and
World Socialism," Chapel
2:30 pm—Baseball, Sac. State
vs UOP, Sac.
4 pm—CPO Faculty meeting,
ALH
8 pm—Pharmacy Lectures,
Room 107, Rotunda
8:15 pm—Rrsident Artist Ser
ies, Warren von Bronkhorst,
violin, conservatory

Wednesday, March 18

Placement Interviews
A.B.C. School District
Naval Area Audit Service
Modesto City Schools

CRUSADER CARS
VOLKSWAGEN and PORSCHE
HEADQUARTERS
REPAIR -SERVICE - PARTS
and ACCESSORIES
Central Valley's largest of VW acces
sories and speed equipment.
We specialize in performance work
for street, strip, road racing, or dune
buggies.
All services available from tune-up
to dyno-tuningl

7:30—WUS Auction, Grace Coveil
8:15 — Senior Recital, Carol
Hayes, piano, Conservatory

Thursday, March 19

For the first time in recent
years Pacific-alumni committee
has been organized to select an
outstanding Pacific teacher who
will be presented with a Dis
tinguished Teaching Award dur
ing commencement exercises
this June. We need your help
in making this selection. Please
list your choice in the space
S below, sign your name at the
bottom, and return by March
20 to Mike Bowax, c/o Pacifican
Editorial Offices.

Cham-Pains??
™ •sjssysr
srtras
ment had a monopo y

d

our miI1ds

as we viewed the
afttS S

Placement Interviews
U
,
San Francisco Bay Naval
a 01
a
Shipyard
Hayward U n i f i e d S c h o o l
District
grown up enough
naughty. Besides, if one of the
My nomination for the Disting
Bureau of Public Roads
ptoye^ md that includes our players also, happened to slip on
Davis Joint Unified School uished Teaching Award is:
a hroken^gg I doubt that he would rush into the stands to con
District
grattoato you' on your good aim and your Willie Mays thrown,
8 pm—poetry reading, Joe
Signed:
arm.
Lamuto, WPC Aud.
The .second encounter between the two teams just two day:
8 pm—Arpad von Lozar, Prof,
later
was even more delightful ... if you delight in watchi:,
of Fletcher School of Law
GRADUATE SCHOOL
morons show how cute and witty they are. Of course, the trad],
and Diplomacy, "Eastern
DEADLINE
tional high school fights between college students were very
Europe, after Czechoslo
in
evidence and the usual Pacific pre-game cheers were as wit...
vakia," WPC 241-242
Final copies of thesis or dis
8:15 pm — General recital, sertation, approved and typed, as ever: "F~ the Broncos!!!" The creative, intelligent minds fa
Richard Costa, baritone, should be submitted at the thought up those tremendous cheers should be channeling their
tato creative art ratner than wasting them on the lot.
Diane Hamilton, soprano, Graduate School Office before
Nancy Shildler, piano, Con May 11th.
brow snorts fans.
. .
The single most exciting and dramatic move came late to
servatory
The date for final oral exam
inations should be completed the second half when some nice young man decided that the
players looked a little thirsty and took it upon himself to offer
before May 22.
Friday, March 20
some of his champagne to them. Rather than offering it to em
2:30—Baseball, UOP vs U of
in a traditional toast out of champagne glasses, the fool though
San Francisco, here
SCHABER TO SPEAK
it would be a nicer gesture to throw the bottle on the court ani
Saturday, March 21
Students interested in legal let the players lap it up off the floor. The bottle didnt brea
12 pm—Baseball, U. of San education are invited to hear but even if it had, our players know that it is against rules
Francisco, S.F.
representatives o f McGeorge drink during the season and the bubbly would have been wa:
EASTER VACATION BEGINS School of Law in Sacramento. anyway.
The team played hard and deserved much more respect from
Dean Gordon Schaber, along
with representative students their fans than they got. Sure, the fans were loyal right dowt
TIGER PAW NOTES and faculty from McGeorge will to the end, but don't fans have a little more responsibility thai,
be on campus on Tuesday, just loyalty? Think it over, if your answer is "no," Capiat
ART EXHIBITION
March 17 at 4 pm to discuss Kangaroo comes on every morning at 8:00 and maybe he car.
An exhibit will be shown not only the legal education teach you something. . . .
from Lakeside Studies of Lake but the best "pre-law prepara
•
Aside, Michigan, compiled of tion for it." The meeting will
Dig this . . . Last year we passed some kind of milestoa
more than 600 prints whose be held in Room 207 of the Ad when for the first time, the San Francisco Chronical reporta
total value will be over $50,000. ministration Building.
Americans spend more than one billion dollars on food for th
It contains works of Old Mas
Edward Betz, Dean of Stu dogs and cats! Thats alot of Gravy Train, Puss and Boots
ters and Modern Artists includ
dents,
pointed out that there is Prime etc. . . . The pet owners of America now ascribe the huma:
ing Goya, Durer, Callot, Picasso,
qualities of taste to their dogs and cats. How would you feel if
Braque, many of todays lead no particular pre-law major
you were a poor cat or dog and your master, the human, serve
and
that
any
students,
regard
ing American artists, and many
the same old food day in and day out, three hundred and sixty
less
of
his
present
major,
is
others. The exhibit will be on
five days a year. Yea! You'd want a change .... a vanwelcome
to
attend
this
meeting
view on Wednesday, March 18,
But
have no fear, American technology has not been idle
and
explore
the
possibilities
in
1970 from 10 am to 4 pm at the
while you have been sleeping in your comfortable beds . . • th
this profession.
Art Center.
have been working late into the nights, driving, pushing endless
ly striving to solve the food problems of your cat or dog. To
in 1970 you can rest easy.
Dogs and cats no longer have to depend on table sera]
Office—North Hall
Phone 464-8742 or 464-8743
They've joined the affluent society. Gourmet foods are availA Publication of the Pacific Student Association—University of the Pacific.
able for them, and now there is even a line of diet foods f
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton,
pets who have been leading the lush life. And to top it of!
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879- Member of California Intercollegiate
dogs and cats now have their own merchandise catalogue from
Press Association, California Newspaper Publishers Association, and Associated
Sears Roebuck and Co. They have made it to the affluent society
Collegiate Press. Represented Nationally by National Educational Advertising Serv
ices, 18 East 50th Street, New York, New York 10022.
and they like.
While the cats and dogs are sucking up their gourmet foot
All material copyright "Pacifican," 1970.
Signed material represents the opinion of the author and not necessarily that of the
and middle class America is dishing it out to them, a recent
stall or advertisers of the Pacifican.
article in the Chronical had a news item that might interest al^
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit letters for length and usage. Letters
you fat cats and dogs out there in the land of the free and home'
should be typed, double-spaced, signed, and preferably not in excess of 200 words.
of the brave. It read as follows, "A group of Mexican childret
FRANK STRAUSS
EDITOR
BOB GREENSTREET
MANAGING EDITOR
hospitalized at an early age with severe malnutrition have sco;
PETE NIGGEMAN
BUSINESS MANAGER
ed
lower on the intelligence tests in later life than their sibling
DOUG CHAPMAN
ADVERTISING MANAGER
who had not suffered from the disorders. . . . The study of Mem
LEAH RICH
FEATURE EDITOR
GREG BROWN
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
can children clearly link low IQs to malnutrition. . .
. Oh! t
. DARRELL SHAEFER
CULTURAL AFFAIRS
the
way,
how's
your
cat
and
dog
feeling?
Hungry?????
MARK AUSTIN

^.Z-ateV

^ ^J S 5

KSSSEw= sr sr«

THE PACIFICAN

COPY EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR

_

ROGER NADEL

WEBB'S ...

FINE IMPORTS FOR ALL NATIONALITIES
COMPLETE SELECTION OF DELICACIES
Fancy Frail &
Food Gift Packs
Of III Types
Personally Selected
Ind Packaged
Ready To Mail

Gourmet Baskets
Our Specialty

819 N. WILSON WAY
STOCKTON, CALIF.

OPEN ON SUNDAYS

3228 PACIFIC AVE.

TOM SAWYER
Directed by DARRELL PERSELLS

s,

x—

464-4781 ^

Phone 209/464-7659

Here have a Milk Bone!
Peace . . . .
CHARLES THOMPSON
LARRY SEIDMAN

(Across from Lucky Store)

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
STOCKTON
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HAWAII

Tiger Paw Notes

SUMMER SESSION WITH

NEW KAPPA PSI PLEDGES
In the largest pledge class
ever at UOP, Phi Kappa Psi, a
pharmacy fraternity pledged 42
members this spring.

HOWARD TOURS
ORIGINAL STUDY TOUR in the PACIFIC
Earn college credits while enjoying
summer in beautiful Hawaii with the
nationally famous Howard Tours. 22nd
annual year. Enroll at University of
Hawaii Manoa Campus or in the San
Francisco State College classes at
Waikiki where you choose pass/fail or
alphabetical grades. With us you "live"
in Hawaii, not just see it-you person
ally enjoy the very best of island fun,
not just read about it. Price includes
jet roundtrip from West Coast, Waikiki
hotel-apartment with daily maid serv
ice, and most diversified schedule of
dinners, parties, shows, sightseeing
cruises, beach activities, cultural
events, etc.

They include Bob Bagdasarian, Waldo Beck, Wayne Bushnel, Tom Carnegie, M a r t i n
Chew, Mike Edginton, Jerry
Flanders, Darryl Henderson,
Charles Hilderbrand, Mitchell
Hoggard, Ron Hopkins, Bruce
Leong, Arthur Liskewicz, Ron
ald Lim, Brad Louie, Brad W.
Louie, Chauncey Lowe, Randy
Miller, Ron Mills, Art Newman,

MBS. EDITH S. ADKTNS
COVELL HALL
PH. 466-3581
HIKING AND BACK

PACKING EQUIPMENT

village sports

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 10 A M.-9 P.M. — SATURDAY 9-5
299 LINCOLN CENTER
PHONE 478-5615

Open Every Sunday — Noon til 5 p.m.

TYROLEAN CLIMBING BOOTS

EXCELLENT FUME
C L I M B I N G — H I K I N G & STREET B O O T W I T H
COMFORTABLE
ELASTICIZED
TOP BINDING.
CONVENIENT
SPEED LACE.
SOFT CUSION
INSOLE.
VIBRANT CLEAT
SOLE & HEEL.

$19.95
Available at the
SKIMEISTER
145 W. Adler
465-0291

WORLDLY GOOD'S
STORE OF COOPERATION
ART PIECES—CANDLES—TIE-'N CLOTHES
INDIAN IMPORTS
Grand Opening—Saturday March 14, 1:00 p.m.
THE JOHN BALLANTYNE CELLAR

JP

ROUND TRIP

ON€ WAy FROM $135
Jet Charter Flights
S u m m e r & Fall

1970

f

Phone
I I I U H b 14151392-8513
UUt UUIU
For S c h e d u l e s c a l l o r w r i t e . . . ^
These flights are open to students, Faculty, Staff Employees
and their immediate family.

WIND ENSEMBLE
CONCERT
The University of the Pacific
Wind Ensemble and Concert
Band, under the direction of
David S. Goedecke, will present
a concert on Friday (March 13)
at 8:15 pm in the Conservatory
of Music auditorium.
The public is invited without
charge.
The program by the Wind En
semble will include Sir William
Walton's Ord and Scepter
March, written for England's
coronation of Queen Elizabeth
and Weber's overture to his
opera Oberon. Recent composi
tions to be played include Phil
ip Gordon's Ritual Dance, a
work characterized by vivid
band color and frenetic rhy
thms.
Also included will be a satir
ical March for One-Legged Band
by Lydia Forbes, g r a d u a t e
theory-composition major at the
conservatory. The latter work is
dedicated to Pacific's Tiger
Marching Band. Miss Forbes is
the daughter of Mrs. Martha
Forbes of Las Vegas, Nevada,
and is second oboe in the Stock
ton Symphony Orchestra.
The second half of the pro
gram will be played by the
larger Concert Band and will
present Siegfried's Funeral Mu
sic from Wagner's Twilight of
the Gods, Malcolm Arnold's
English Dances, and Sammy
Nestico's Persuasion.
The Nestico work will feature
the solo saxophone of Edward
Minghelli, sophomore music ed
ucation major from Palmdale.
The final part of the program
will present Jenkins' Cernavac
and two traditional marches,
Old Comrades and Fairest of
the Fair.
NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
SMALL PAINTINGS
The Art Department of UOP
is currently organizing its sec
ond National Art Exhibition.
This year's Exhibition will fo-

DINO'S

FREE HOMEMADE BREAD

0urope $275

Michael Ng, Pravin Pratel, Cal
vin Rouse, Roger Serian, Bryan
S h i s h i t o, Frank Tarantino,
James Takamoto, Glenn Satsuma, Gary Terkelsen, David
Toy, Lloyd Watanabe, Grey
Watts, Ed Wegele, Bruce White,
Phil Wilkin, Allen Wong, Allan
Wong, and Dan Zimmer.

FREE V2 gallon of Pepsi or
Root Beer with purchase of
a large combination pizza
to all Pacific students.
CO

O

WE'RE

OPEN-

From 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Phone 477-7727
Across from Bruener's,
next to the Hide-a-way on
Hammer Lane.
Also Specializing in:
—Eastern-style
submarines
—Pizza of all kinds
—Spagghetti, Ravioli, Lasangne, Rigatoni, etc.
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Faculty Forum
In ah attempt to urge the University Administratoin to artic
ulate and clarify the objectives and educational priorites of UOP,
the Executive Committee of the local AAUP Chapter adopted a
resolution on educactional priorities in October 1969. Sixty-nine
members of the local AAUP Chapter expressed their agreement
with the resolution by signing it. It was transmitted to all mem
bers of the Executive Policy Committee and the Chairman of the
Athletic Advisory Board. It reads:
RESOLUTION ON EDUCATIONAL PRIORITIES
Whereas the University of the Pacific has moved toward
a more rigorous pursuit of academics and educational
innovations;
whereas there is a large number of athletic scholarships,
most of which cover tuition plus room and board, while
there is not a single full expense academic scholarship.
whereas library appropriations and many academic pro
grams have received much lower budgetary amounts than
have been given to intercollegiate athletics, pointing to
a crisis in educational priorities at the University of the
Pacific;
whereas faculty compensation continues to rank the
University of the Pacifc toward the bottom of comparable
institutions in California;
whereas the University of the Pacific has been Incurring
staggering financial deficits in the operation of its inter
collegiate sports program, which in a very major way have
augmented a debt of serious proportion;
whereas expenses for academic programs are bound to
increase in the future to the point of taxing the very last
resources of an institution like the University of the
Pacific;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that the AAUP Chap
ter at the University of Pacific go on record as strongly
urging a clarification of the priorities which the Uni
versity of the Pacific projects. We feel that the University
is on the road to financial oblivion and that clear direc
tives, Including full budgetary information, must be forth
coming immediately. If the perpetuation and enhance
ment of the University of the Pacific's academic programs
require drastic reduction in or elmination of football as
an intercollegiate sport, than we strongly urge that such
action be taken.
Unfortunately, even though President Burns appeared before
the Faculty and the Academic Council and spoke about the priori
ties of the University as well as Pacific's athletic program, cer
tain nagging questions remain: What really are the short-range
and long-range objectives of the University? Of what magnitude
is the annual budget deficit? (Neither budgetary figures nor per
centages have been released to make even an estimate.) When
budgetary stringencies require cuts in the overall budget, what
rationale is applied iln making such cuts? Is there a distinction
between academic and nonacademic programs of the University
when cuts are made? What rationale is there, for instance, for
appropriating about four percent of the total University budget
for athletics but only two percent for the library? (This is the
conclusion we draw from the scanty budget information that IS
available.) Is this an accurate estimate? (Stanford, by the way,
appropriated 10 percent of its total budget for libraries in 1967-68.
As far as we can determine, it did not spend 20 percent of its
budget on athletics.)
All of these questions, and many more, point to the continued
need for the articulation of University objectives and adequate
budgetary information to see how these objectives are realized
in practice. In this day and time, when faculty governance is
beginning to show some progress at Pacific, can we expect to
have some pioneering on the part of the University Administration
in this area of dire concern?
On behalf of the AAUP Executive Committee
GEORGE BLUM AUUP Chapter President
cus on paintings not exceeding on March 13 and 14 between 1
20 inches. Entries are open to and 5 pm.
all artists residing in the Unit
The Exhibition will officially
ed States. It is anticipated that open with a reception on Sun
the variety in media and ap day, April 5, 2-5 pm and will be
proaches to painting will pro on display through May 3rd.
vide the opportunity of gaining
first hand visual experience
FOOD SERVICE PROTEST
with art work which is reflec
(Con't. from Pg. 1, Col. 2)
tive of the national art scene.
Have hasty Fairbrook deci
Mr. Richard Yip, well known
as a painter and as a painting sions made waste? Fairbrook
the juror for the Exhibition, announced on March 10 that
instructor has been selected as the interchanging would be ex
Yip is the recipient of the perimental until April 9 when
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE "for he would hold a meeting re
distinguished professional ac viewing and asking for opin
complishment in painting and ions all about the situation.
the teaching of painting" from The Fairbrook policy has been
stated as one geared to please
the University of the Pacific.
the student; at this time stu
Artists in the area who may dent displeasure towards the
be interested in entering the food service head cannot be
Exhibition may bring their work mistaken. Fairbrook students
directly to the UOP Art Center are not smiling.
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Now
THE
NEW YORK
TIMES

€Pacific

— cMews

• MAGAZINES
• NEWSPAPERS

1833 Pacific Avenue
462-6616

OPEN
Friday & Saturday till 11:00
7 days a week till 10:00

Proposed Constitution Offers Federal
System—Faces History of Failure
*

.

by Mary Arnold

A proposed constitution
UOP to take the place of
present PSA document
hopefully be submitted to
Senate on March 17.

for
the
will
the

This revised constitution es
tablished an over-riding commit
tee, composed of one represen
tative from each cluster college
and each school, as the govern
ing body. This committee will

Even conservative profs rebel
against smear tactics on term
papers. You're always better off
with erasable Corrasable® Bond.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace on
Eaton's Corrasable type- / EATON'S CORRASABLE f
writer paper. At college bookTYPEWRITER PAPER[
stores and stationery stores. (
Only Eaton makes Corrasable*
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Division of fextronl Pittsfield, Massachusetts

01201

Smudge
are out!

.

.

,

select its own chairman, who's
position may or may not be re
volving, and there will be no
elected university student body
president. Each college will
elect its own respective officers
so there will exist for example,
a COP President or a Pharmacy
School President.

GOP
Domination
The basis behind this revision
lies in a desire for more unity
within the university. By elimi
nating student body offices,
hopefully some of the COP
domination of university gov
ernment may cease. With repre
sentatives from each college
existing in the same amount,
all of the schools on campus
will carry equal weight on the
committee. It is probable that
the name of the proposed sys
tem will differ from that of
PSA but no definite suggestion
has been made as yet.

Federal
Svstem
This plan, as composed by a
committee headed by Steve Ros-

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

i „ d i c r V - i t l V from
sen, differs only
slightly
the federal system proposed in
December. The earlier plan
stated that "representation
from each school shall be de
termined by the number of stu
dents registered
within the
school" as opposed to the defi
nite one - representative-per-college provision in the recent re
vision. Aside from this how
ever, both versions are very
much alike, for
they
center
around a desire for unity while
allowing each of the schools to
develop an autonomy.

GOG -1968
Efforts to revise the PSA Con
stitution date back a number of
years. They have all come from
a general feeling that the exist
ing constitution was inade
quate. A recent attempt in the
spring of 1968 included a pro
posed Council of Governors to
replace the PSA Senate.
This revision was intended to
provide the Pacific student body
with a great deal more power
than it had previously held. The
lack of power under the pres
ent constitution was cited as
one of its main weaknesses.
The COG was to consist of a
president pro tempore, a per
manent Parlimentarian and Re
cording Secretary, and was to
include representatives of all
living and student groups. The
student body president was to
be chosen by the students in
general election while the of
fices of vice president and sec
retary were eliminated. The
bulk of the administration was
to fall into three appointed Co
ordinators in the areas of Sociocultural, Political - Community,
and Communications.

From outer space to inner earth.
In the past decade, UTC has made signifi
cant contributions to this country's aerospace
technology through research, development, and
production of rockets, propellants, and advanced
propulsion systems.
As a forerunner in the development of solidpropellant rockets, UTC provided the five-segment,
120-inch-diameter booster motors for the highly
successful Titan lll-C space-launch vehicles. UTC
also achieved notable success with its FW-4 highperformance solid upper-stage rocket on the Scout,
Thor, and Delta space-launch vehicles.
UTC is now the leader in the field of hybrid
rocketry, employing a combination of solid and
liquid rocket technology. Hybrid rockets developed
by UTC are proving their worth in terms of opera
tional flexibility, safety and economy.
UTC has recently completed a multimilliondollar complex to perform chemical milling work
and to manufacture metal products, ranging from
small machine parts to large rocket motor cases.
In addition, UTC has a continuous program to
develop and market by-products of its aerospace
activities. From the knowledge gained in work with
glass fiber rocket motor cases, UTC developed—
and is now mass-producing—the first significant

improvement in fluid conveyance materials in the
20th Century —Techite® glass fiber reinforced-plastic-mortar pipe.
Achievements such as these require the diverse
skills of college graduates with these educational
backgrounds:
Chemical Engineering
Electrical & Electronic
Engineering
If you are interested

Aeronautical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering

in employment opportuni
ties at UTC, please schedule an appointment for
an on-campus interview with our College Repre
sentative, Mr. Woodie W. Dean.
Interview: March 17

United Technology Center

u

D AIRCR
DIVISION OF UNITED
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

A

SUNNYVALE. CALIFORNIA

!

—I? J
invalid
Election

An election occurred to ratify
this proposed COG system and
although the revision did not
pass with the necessary twothirds majority, the new ver
sion of the PSA Constitution
was not forgotten. The validity
of the election was questioned,
for according to some sources,
there were no checks made on
who voted and how the ballots
were distributed.
Three weeks later another
ratifying election took place and
the revision failed again. With
this defeat, all attempts for a
new constitution ended for the
1967-68 school year.

Oommiitee
Failure
In early fall of 1968 the new
student body president, Pete
Hopkins, recommended that a
committee be established for
the purpose of again revising
the constitution. The result, as it
appeared in a report in The
Pacifican was as follows: "There
was a great deal of confusion
as to what form such a com
mittee should take so that mo
tion was tabled until the next
meeting."
A student committee was fin
ally established however and on
April 16, 1969, one day before
the scheduled ratifying election,
a new revision was published.
The major change in the 196869 version concerned the legis
lative branch. The new body
was to be termed the Repre
sentative Council, composed of
one representative from each
living group (except Grace with
five, and South-West with three)
and one for every 100 off-camput students.
The student body president
and secretary were to he elect
ed by the students, while the of
fice of vice president was again
eliminated. This version was
highly criticized because it con
tained no impeachment clause
for the president and it pro
vided $1600 for officers with no
stated duties.

Confusion
This revision was put befo
the student body on April
and It failed to receive the ne
essary two-thirds majority. Fe
students were aware of the ek
tion or even of the new revisit
itself. Although a commit!
had been designated in ear
winter for the specific purpo,
of rewriting the constitutio
the Representative Council vt
sion was not composed unl
late March and was written 1
only one person. Thus, the la<
of group effort and publici
are partly to blame for studen
this year still being faced wil
the task of revising the P£
Constitution.
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Mead Argues for Admission of Vietnam Error

Dr. Margaret Mead today
urged all Americans
to
stop
arguing
about the
Vietnam war in terms of "vic
tory and defeat" and seek a
new course of action which will
put us on the "right track."
"I believe we have confused
defeat and error," the famous
anthropologist wrote in the cur
rent issue of Redbook magazine.
"It may be more difficult to face
up to error," Dr. Mead said, "but
doing so can open the way to a
new course of action," for "con
sensus will be possible only
when we discard the inappropiate idea of defeat and victory."
Contending that "victory and

defeat were not the terms of
reference with which we entered
the Vietnam situation," Dr.
Mead declared that they should
not apply to its outcome. "As
long as we appraise the outcome
in these terms there is a grave
danger that in the end we shall
withdraw from our very real
responsibilties in the world in
to a bitter and divided isola
tion."
Since it is clear that we are
now working for disengage
ment, the way in which we in
terpret it is most important,
according to Dr. Mead. The idea
that withdrawal be treated as
defeat is a "paralyzing one," Dr.

Mead said, but withdrawal need
not be considered defeat if we
recognize that the war in Viet
nam has been a "gross mistake"
from the beginning.
"Admission of error need not
plunge Americans into an orgy
of self-discrimination. The con
sequences of error cannot be
treated as evidence of treachery
or loss of faith in our country
or some lessening of ourselves
as a people. The c h o i c e to
change our course should not
paralyze our ability to do so. As
an admission of error, it will
not do so.

"Errors we can deal with in
terms of our pragmatic opti
mism. We made a mistake. We
got into a situation that no one
— administrators, legislators,
military leaders or the Ameri
can people—foresaw or wanted.
Errors call for action. Once we
have recognized an error foi
what it is, we can decide to
cut our losses, get on the right
track and go ahead from there."

CLEAN BIKE FOR SALE: 1 25cc Ward bike.
Made in Italy. '69 about 450 miles.
Like new. 463-1947.
ZENITH PORTABLE STEREO. Excellent con
dition. 6 spk. Full controls. New needle.
Call 463-1947 after 5.
FOR SALE—Dresser, 410 Shotgun, Stamp
Collection, Coleman Stove. Call Mike—
478-7072.
SKI POLES, good condition, used by little
old ladies only on KT-22. Cheap. Call
4-63-1947
STONE'S "Underground Album" recorded
live at the Oakland Coliseum. Now this
FANTASTIC ALBUM on sale at the
Freedom Share, 2300 W. Alpine. Lim
ited edition onlyl
FIERY RED TRIUMPH Spitfire '69. Wire
wheels. Perfect Condition. Guaranteed
to increase your energy level. Call
464-5828 or See Susan Armstrong,
Philosophy Dep. Office.
LOST at Fri.'s BAND FROLIC: Box con
taining skirts, sweaters, shoes, etc.
Please return to 1 1 1 Eiselen.
WILL MARGARET LEYLAND make availabel her picture and campus address
to: Little Sister advisor, SAE.

Among the successful efforts,
Dr. Mead listed 'tthe Truman
Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, the
Berlin airlift and the many pro
grams, of which the Peace
Corps is only one, in which we
have been constructively in
volved in efforts to move toward
a peaceful world.

Dr Mead said that instead of
considering the Vietnam situa
tion "unique," as we have done,
we should place it within the . "Among those that have been
context of American engage- ill-advised we must list the U—2
espionage episode, the Bay of
Pigs, the invasion of the Do
minican Republic and, above all,
the military escalation of our
intervention in Vietnam."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Unclassified Ads
UPTIGHT WITH THE DRAFT? Stockton
Draft Counseling Service. Mon. 7-10,
Anderson Y, Info Call 466-1496.

ments in the world in the past
25 years. "Some have been welladvised and successful . . . Oth
ers have been grossly ill-ad
vised.

FRESH DONUTS & COFFEE AT THE "Y"
TO THE GIRL BY THE PIANO in Covell
early Sun. Call 463-9167 at 6:30 any
evening, but soon please. Must see you
again.
ST. PATS STEAK DINNER. Tues. March
17. Free to all students with Meal Tic
ket Only $2.00 for other students.
$2.50, staff and faculty.
FOR SALE—GIBSON 12-String Guitar. Ex
cellent Condition. $170. Call Dave An
derson—478-6983.
MAID NEEDED DESPARATELY. Must have
liberal views. Likes to work for free.
If interested, inquire to Mark Slott—
478-5267.
ONE DAY GRAPHICS SALE by Lakeside
Studios. March 18, 10:00-4:00. Rm.
105—ART CENTER.
CHAPEL TUES. Hear Mr. Alexander Hing,
Minister of Information of the Red
Guards (San Francisco Militant Asians
for Freedom)
"Violence and World
Socialism."
LIBERATION CINEMA Monday night, 7
p.m. Morris Chapel. "The Battle of
Algiers." Guerilla Struggle for Inde
pendence in the City of Algiers. Ad
mission Free.
^ PAIR OF BINOCULARS were found at
Weber Hall. If you can identify them
see Mrs. Smutny in the main library.

Calling it "significant" that
our errors have been military
and our successes economic and
social, Dr. Mead said Ameri
cans must recognize the fact
that we are part of the whole
world, not a separate entity,
and that we can use our tre
mendous power only as part of
a shared responsibility.
"If we can learn from Viet
nam that the day of 'little wars'
no less than major wars is past,
carrying with them neither vic
tory nor defeat, we can perhaps
take the next step," Dr. Mead
said in Redbook.
While the admission of error
will not "wipe it out" or make
our losses in the war any easier
to accept, Dr. Mead maintained,
"It will not help to add to the
burden by continuing on a mis
taken course in the name of
those who have suffered al
ready. And in the long run, the
fact that we are able to extriate ourselves with integrity
from a mistaken course may be
more important to the world
than the error."

for $1.00 you get

Indulge
yourself
this spring
with The look is now. Clean easy
Cactus Casuals lines. Colors exhilarating
and Fortrel® as San Francisco's famed

TACO
BURRITO
BUCKET OF BEANS
LARGE DRINK
No more than a
2 minute wait on orders
offer good only at

Chinatown. Tailored with our customary
precision. Fortrel polyester blended with
varied other fibers to keep you comfortably
unflappable. For nearby stores

Simply present this ad at Sam's Hof Brau and you'll
receive 50c off on any food items you order. It's our
way of introducing you to Stockton' most exciting
meeting place.

—FEATURING—

write Don Duncan, flAfUpifV
lTl|if
Box 2468, South UftlU A U H
San Francisco, flflQffAfC
California 94080 VAMUAIJI)®

•
•
•
•
Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

Hand-Carved Meats in the Old-Country Tradition
Our World-Famous Scuttle of Beer (21 ounces)
Cocktail Prices All Day Long
Atmosphere Conducive to Stimulating Conversations

CORNER EL DORADO & MARKET
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underroad
WITH DARELL SHAFFER

IN THE WAKE OF THE WAVE of new conservationism, total
world consciousness, and other diversions, I decided to take a
peek at some of the "whole earth" literature I have been so ea
gerly recommending to everyone. Specifically, I read R. Buckminster Fuller's "Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth." Mr.
Fuller is a very brilliant man. He also may very well be mad.

•

•

Now Ihave not, as some would claim, the intellectual audacity
to set myself up as an all-knowing critic of those cleverer than I.
And Op Manual for Spaceship Earth is certainly a clever book.
But Mr. Fuller writes with an intellectual arrogance that should
be obvious to even the widest-eyed dilettante. He invents new
terms, and calls upon esoteric others to delineate his vision of the
totality of man's past, present and future. Quite a potent hunk,
for a book of no more than 133 pages.
Perhaps it is his striving toward totality which is just the
problem. Although totality of thought is his stated objective, in at
tempting to talk about everything he risks talking about noth
ing. In his analysis of the past, he conjures up a highly romantic
image—of great pirates, who ruled the world, secretely, with their
keen senses, until 1914. Now these "great pirates" operated with
such subterfuge, such skill, that neither the people at large, nor
the scholarly community (which Mr. Fuller refers to as slaves of
the great pirates), nor possibly even the pirates themselves were
aware of the fact that they ruled the world. Considering the fact
that they seem to have escaped the penetrating gaze of history,
one wonders with what mystical power Mr. Fuller learned of
them.
But, to the future. Mr. Fulled claims that our world is cur
rently fragmented, disintegral, disunified, and under the high
energy stresses of modern technology (military and industrial),
yet trying to cope with them by using the low energy organiza
tion structures developed under the great pirates.
In this vein, along with McLuhan, he appears to be among the
leaders of the new Salvationists. This becomes abundantly clear
as he begins discussing the means of "integration," which will be
accomplished, he insists, wth the use of computers.
The computer. That almigthy, never-tiring, all-seeing, cyclops
of knowledge. It is unfortunate that the computer is not the in
finitely capable, integrating god-machine (deus ex machine?)) that
he implies. It would make life in the future almost as easy as he
indicates.
Of course, in the process of his muddling about geodesic living
and other design concepts cleverly stretched to the point of
philosophy, he uncovers several valid, penetrating insights. Which
can be found in more lucid writers not quite so devastatingly
hypnotic.
The point, which both he and McLuhan miss, is that de
spite technological advances; indeed, possibly because of them,
man is still very much in control and responsible for his own
destiny. Living is still, and will be for a long time, hard work.
The Aquaran age is stil a long way off. Or is it?
WAR GAMES is the kind of movie that should be manditorily
shown to Congress before every arms appropriation bill comes to
a vote. It is a graphic, punch-in-the-face documentary on the ef
fects of thermonuclear war. Made by the BBC, it does a terrifyingly accurate job of depicting the shock, hell, and horror of nu
clear war. But that is not the punch line, so to speak. Any movie
can depict realistic horror. We could have been watching actual
newsreels of the war in Vietnam and seen as much misery, seeth
ing flesh, and twisting, wretched faces. No, the horror lies in that
stark reality that it may really happen. To you. Soon.
Nuclear arms are proliferating at a disgusting rate. Depend
ing on your source, there are at least the nuclear equivalent of
20 tons of TNT now stockpiled for every person now alive. And
the end is not in sight. That is horrible.
I can think of no priority which takes precedent in my mind
over nuclear disarmament. And no problem quite so hard to deal
with. It slips so easily from concern because of its deceptive dis
tance. We cannot see any evidence of a nuclear threat; little time
passes before we cannot feel it either. And yet, the cold war con
tinues, based on outdated myths and primitive notions about the
behavior of men and nations. I don't know what to suggest. For
a start, maybe read Sanity and Survival, by Jerome Frank. Excelent book on problems of disarmament. Then, maybe tremble.
Mickey's corner for Rock freaks and others: Lee Michaels,
Paul Butterfield, Elvin Bishop at Cal Expo, today; Crazy Horse,
Lamb, at Contra Costa College gym, San Pablo, tonight; March 21
at Oakland Colliseum—Blood, Sweat, and Tears; Family Dog—
Counrty Joe, and Fish, Joy of Cooking—13, 14; at Fillmore— Ten
Years After, Buddy Rich orchestra, Sea Train, Kimberly: March
12-15. Peace.
D.S.
One hundred thirty-five tick
ets to the Santa Clara game
were stolen. However, the ath
letic department provided for
the full number of tickets owed
the student body by giving out
135 standing-room tickets. The
thief has not been apprehend
ed.

HEP SPONSORS CANDY SALE
HEP students are sponsoring
a Candy Sale which began
March 9 to help raise funds for
scholarship. They will be selling
around campus and in the com
munity until March 26th.

Covell Campus Abroad
(Con't. from Pg. 1, Col. 5)
NATIVE LIVING
Every semester there will be
a different group of 20 students
and a professor from Covell in
San Jose. Before leaving, the
students will have officially
registered at UOP. Their regis
tration costs will pay for most
of the expenses for the semes
ter.
The students will enroll as
ordinary natives for six units
at the University of Costa Rica.
The professor will teach a uni
versity class. Each student will
also receive six units credit for
working in a business, school,
governmental agency or other
local institution. In addition,
the student will earn 2V2 units
for participation in a weekly
seminar conducted by the Co
vell professor.
Every student will live with
a different local family. Martin
stressed the fact that the stu
dents will not be spending a
semester involved in a program
especially designed for foreign
ers. They will instead be involv
ed in the activities of native
living. By so doing, each stu
dent will become part of the
local life—socially, educational
ly, and culturally. The semes
ter abroad will be mandatory
for every Covell student's jun
ior year.

The University of Costa Rica,
where the students will be tak
ing courses, is very modern.
Although most Latin American
universities are organized dif
ferently from North American
universities, the University of
Costa Rica is an exception.
It has a full-time professional
faculty and its wide variety of
courses is organized on the unit
system. Its semesters run from
August through November and
from March through July.
San Jose, capital of
Costa
Rica, has a population of 200,000. Located in a coffee-growing
area with a pleasant climate, it
is a mixture of colonial and
modern influences. Costa Rica
was selected for the program
because of its economic and
political stability and its excel
lent university.
The country is also in the
center of the Central American
Common Market. Martin said
that students would therefore
get a first-hand exposure to an
economic institution w h i c h
holds great potential for all
Latin America.
Martin believes all admini
strative details will have been
worked out by the end of March.
The first group of students will

Before leaving, the student
will go through an orientatior.
session to familiarize them with
the culture of Costa Rica, Tin
first group of students will b
in San Jose for the start 0;
university classes in August.
The program is being orgar,
ized with the assistance of thUniversity of Costa Rica and tit
binational center in San Jose,
which is financed by U.S. fundi
from the AID program. The Co
vell students will have complete
access to the center's social
functions, library, and other
facilities.

CALIFORNIA
242 E. Main 465-5765
STUDENTS WITH
DISCOUNT CARDS

50c
3 BIG FEATURES
CHANGED
EVERY WED. & SUNDAY

NOMINATED
FOR

They Shoot

U.O.P. Sponsors
Summer Tours
Planning anything this sum
mer? How does a trip to Europe
or Africa or even Japan sound?
—with college credit. Four pro
fessors from Pacific are head
ing these tours, Yusuke Kawarabayashi, Walter Nyberg, Marc
Jantzen, and Dale Arvey.
Kawarabayashi's tour of Ja
pan and Jantzen's tour of Africa
were created from the Danforth
proposal of
interdisciplinary
studies. Arvey's tour to Europe
to study vertebrate biology and
Nyberg's European study of art,
philosophy, and religion are
sponsored by World Academy.
Arvey's tour, from July 18 to
August 25 is the largest one
with Kaill, Dr. McCrone, and
Mr. Langman each responsible
for ten students. Participants
will visit Milna, Rome, St. Cergue, Geneva, Paris, Brussels,
Cologne, and Leyden with ac
commodations at the local uni
versity. The study will include
guided visits to the natural mu
seums, lectures from the uni
versities, and exploration at the
various sites.
Three units will be offered,
and the total cost is $1045 in
cluding tuition,
accommoda
tions, meals, and jet fare from
San Francisco. Student loans
are available, and anyone who
has had basic biology and is in
terested in taxonomy, life his
tory, ecology, and evolutionary
histories of fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds, and mammals
should contact Arvey in Weber
Hall before the middle of
March.
Dr. Nyberg's trip is organized
similarly with Dr. Jane Miller,
chairman of history, and Sister
Dorthey Warner, professor of
(Con't. Pg. 7, Col. 5)

have been selected by that tin*/
also. Martin states that the stu
dents have been very enthu
siastic toward the idea.

Horses,

ACADEMY
AWARDS
INCLUDING
BEST ACTRESS

Don't They?

JANE FONDA

GP

BEST SUPPORTING
GIG YOUNG
SUSANNAH YORK

MAT. SAT. & SUN.
ALSO—MICHAEL CAINE
A NATIONAL GENERAL CO.

IN "THE ITALIAN JOB"

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES

COLOR

R I T Z T H E A T E R
426 E. MAIN ST.
466-7059

NOW
SHOWING!

WIN N ER! 3 ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDING BEST ACTRESS KATHARINE HEPBURN

i—,

JOSEPH e 16VIN6 nm ANAVC0EMBASSY FILM

P6T6ROTOOL6 KATHARIN6 H6PBURN
STUDENT
ADMISSION

$1.50

plus

F
LION IN
iWINT€R

ZERO MOSTEL

th

"THE
PRODUCERS"
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MCMILLAN ANNOUNCES NEW
COMMENCEMENT PROCEDURE

by Liz McCulloch
UOP commencement exercis
es for June, 1970 will be com
pletely different than in prev
ious years. Each liberal arts
college and each professional
school will have a separate com
mencement ceremony.

MORE
INTIMATE
The reason for the change
from the former schedule of
one all-university commence
ment ceremony to the smaller
individual ceremonies is the

STARTS TONITE
ROBERT REDFORD
"TELL THEM
WILLIE BOY IS
HERE"
Color
(GP)
at 7:15-10:50
also
"SECRET CEREMONY"
Color!

at 9 p.m.

Now Thru Sun.
A Prisoner
of Love . . .
and Completely
Exhausted!
"3
IN
THE
ATTIC"
Rated (R)
also
"WILD IN
THE STREETS"

hope that this new format will
make the event a more inti
mate and meaningful one for
the students.

servatory. All graduating stu
dents and their parents are in
vited to attend. This convoca
tion will include a faculty aca
demic procession, and all grad
uate and honorary degrees will
be awarded at this time. The
speaker is yet to be announced.
Also on Saturday, Covell Col
lege will hold their ceremonies.
COP and the professi o n a l
schools will follow on Sunday.
Committees composed of stu
dents, faculty, and administra
tors for each individual school
and cluster colleges will organ
ize the 'Separate exercises.

the entire university, it will be
possible to make the gradua
tion ceremony more closely re
lated to each student particu
lar educational experience.
Miss Judy McMillin, Assist
ant to the President, who is res
ponsible for planning and co
ordinating the commencement
exercises, feels that response
from -students concerning the
new schedule has been enthus
iastic.

ALL-U
CONVOCATION

RAYMOND
PRECEDENT

On Saturday, June 6th, an alluniversity commencement con
vocation will be held in the con-

Raymond College has always
had a separate commencement.
In extending this practice to

Raymond College—Raymond
Great Hall (8:00 pm)
Conservatory of Music—Con
servatory (8:15 pm) in connec
tion with their commencement
concert

"Head & Record Shop"

CHINA-SILVER
CRYSTAL-GIFTS
CARDS

The new schedule runs from
June 5th through June 7th.
Each cluster college and pro
fessional school ceremony has
been designated for a specific
time and location.
On Friday, June 5th, Ray
mond College and the Conserva
tory of Music will hold their
exercises. The ceremony for the
Conservatory of Music will be
in connection with their com
mencement concert.

FREEDOM SHARES
2300 W. Alpine

HUNTER GUMP'S
gift studiosopen Thursdays 'til 9

CONSISTENT
DISCOUNT
PRICES

Telephone 463-8913

465-9695

2002 PACIFIC AVE.

SCHEDULE OF
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Friday, June 5

Saturday, June 6
All-University Commencement
Convocation — Conservatory
(8:00 pm)
Covell College—Covell Lounge
(10:00 am)
Sunday, June 7
College of the Pacific—unde
cided
School of Engineering—Presi
dent's Dining Room (12 pm)
School of Education—DeMarcus Brown Theater (2 pm)
School of Pharmacy—Conser
vatory (2 pm)

WITH THE
UNINHIBITED SEVENTIES
S

NOW THRU THUR.
Mr. Howard's
Girlfriend Came
Home to Meet . . . and
"3 INTO 2 WON'T GO"
Rod Steiger
Claire Bloom
(R)
Judy Geeson
Co-Hit
DON KNOTTS
as
"THE LOVE GOD"

He's not worried
about his future.

He's almost got it made. A different hunk of youth on
the make and rising fast. He wheels his camper wide
open with one hand, keeps the other free for action.
But when he speaks, you listen. You wonder about the
freaky things you hear and the people he raps with.

$2.50
A CARLOAD
"LOVE
IN
COLD BLOOD"

Then some rich dirt begins to spill about the doctor's
murdered wife and they give this dude the broom—
and he shakes up the place pretty good.

"THREE HEADED MONSTER"

1:30

"BLOODY PIT

YOUR EYES
WONT BELIEVE
ALL YOU HEAR

3:30

OF HORROR'

Vier.
8:30

IN 71] £ LAWY£fi

Sabado
1:00-4:45-8:30
Rocio Durcal

"BUENOS DIAS CONDESITA"
y
"EL TERROR DE LA FRONTERA"
Viernes
7:00
Domingo
1:45-5:30-9:15
y

Sabado
3:15 7:00
Lun y Mar.
8:30

"EL DIA DE LA BODA"
"LOS GAVILANES NEGROS"
Domingo
12:00-3:45-7:45

6y SIDNEY J FUR* r d HAROLD 3UCHVAN P-»J_
Rf~~~~\

Lun. y Mar.
7:00

A F I C I O N A D O S

M I E R .

SHERWOOD PLAZA
PACIFIC AVE. at ROBINHOOD DR.

RESTRICTED
Under 17 requires accompanying
Parent or Adult Guardian
€£>

BRAD DEXTER
>, S'BStf J FUR* * COLOR
1 PUMfOUNT P.CTliR? I

NOW
PLAYING
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Bishop
Butterfield
Michaels
Cal Expo Tonight
Pacific Review
Wins Time-Life
Improvement Award
The "Pacific Review," printed
quarterly by the UOP Public Re
lations Office for alumni, stu
dents, and parents of Pacific
students was recently awarded
the 1970 Time-Life Alumni Mag
azine Achievement Award for
improvement in magazine pub
lishing which includes writing,
photography, and layout.
The judging was based on a
comparison of the Review's four
most recent issues with four ear
lier ones. Competition, which ex
tended throughout the nation,
was divided into regions, a n d
for the western division, includ
ing Pacific and Hawaii. Pacific
shared the honors with Occiden
tal College in Los Angeles.
Jack White, the editor of the
"Pacific Review," attributes the
award chiefly to the changed ob
jective of the magazine. Where
previously it had been centered
on fund raising, now it focuses
more on the students. If any
one is interested in writing, or
photography for future "Pacif
ic Reviews," contact Mr. White
on the third floor of the Tower.

Summer Tours
(From P. 6, Col. 3)

art at the San Francisco College
for Women comprising the
team. Departure for the group
will be July 2 with the return
August 10. The selected areas
for the forty day trip include:
Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia, Switz
erland, and France. The group
will be composed of forty col
lege students from California.
Four units of credit are pos
sible with the cost being $1015
for travel, board and room, and
$10.00 for registration fee.
For students who like to get
their money's worth, this is the
best year to go to Japan be
cause of Expo 70 and next year
the Japanese currency will be
re-evaluated. Mr. Kawarabayashi is guiding the tour of forty
people which begins July 26 and
ends August 22. His tour is dif
ferent in that members of the
group will see Japan as it is by
living with Japanese families.
U.OJP. sponsors this tour in co
operation with the Foreign
Language Academy in Kyoto,
and Paciic is offering three
interdisciplinary units. The trip
includes stops at Tokyo, Hong
Kong, Kowloon, Taipen, Taiwan,
Nikko, Hakone, Nagoya, Ise,
Kyoto, Nara, Osaka, and Shimizu, the hosting or sister city.
The language barrier will be
minimized through a wireless
microphone and transistorized
radio. The total cost is $1225.00
which includes transportation,
hotels, sightseeing and meals.
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Pae Eight

Tigers Nine Drops Two
by Bryan Cole
This past week has not been
very pleasant for b a s e b a l l
coach Tom Stubbs and his Pa
cific nine. The Tigers dropped
an abbreviated eight inning en
counter to a talented Stanford
squad 5-2 and then had to rally
in the 'Second half of a double
header with San Jose State to
gain a 4-0 victory and balance
an eariler 5-2 setback.
Locked in a scoreless duel for
the first three innings, (as Russ
Antracoli hurled three perfect
frames) the Indians then pro
ceeded to gather five tainted
runs off Steve Franchesci be
fore the Tigers could amass any
threat of their own.
In the eighth Barry Potthoff
led off with a walk followed by
Don Devaney's run producing
triple and Bob Buck's slicing
double. The Tiger attack "died
here however as umpire Bob
Albrech decided he had "had
enough" and it was time to go
home.

son with a 4-0 shutout.
The Tigers finally jelled in
the ninth as Carruesco opened
with a walk, Bryan Cole bunted
for a base hit and Randy Phair
hit a ball through short to score
Carruesco. Bernal Phipps and
Bill Bourne then each chimed
in with run producing singles
to aid the cause.
Through seven games the top
Tiger stickers are John Carpen
ter (.667), Don Devaney (.400),
Bob Buck (.333) and Barry Pott
hoff (.318).

The Tigers play host to Chico
State tomorrow in a double
header at Billy Hebert field.
This coming week the squad
goes against Linfield College on
Wednesday and then jets to
Hawaii to take part in the Ha
waii Easter Tournament.

The swim team broke 12
school records in placing a sur
prising second in the PCAA
tournament held last weekend
in Long Beach. Long Beach,
who was favored in the tour
ney, won easily piling up 615
points while UOP compiled 345
points. Third was UC Santa
Barbara with 322. Earlier in the
year UCSB had defeated the
Tigers so obtaining second place
could be considered an upset.
Four swimmers qualified for
the National Swim Tournament
to be held in Sal Lake City.
They include Dennis Nugent,
Bob Silsbe, Bob Cooper and Jim
Bellogorski.

Announced
First Team
Dennis Awtrey, Santa Clara
Pete Cross, USF
Jim Haderlein, Loyola
Ralph Ogden, Santa Clara
BILL STRICKER, PACIFIC

FOLLOW THE IN-CROWD
TO STOCKTON'S FINEST

Second Team

PIZZA
- STEAKS
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM DESSERTS
BEER
WINE

Odis Allison, Nevada, Las
Vegas
Richard Dixon, Loyola
John Gianelli, PACIFIC
Steve Sims, Pepperdine
Lou Small, Nevada, Las Vegas
Honorable Mention
From Pacific, Robbie Sperring, Joel Perisho, B o b
Thomason

744 N. EL DORADO
Phone 463-1664

Graduating Engineers

Although Pacific outhit the
Indians six to two, costly walks
(and calls) set the Tigers back.
In the opening game of a
twin bill the San Jose State
Spartans took advantage of Tig
er miscues to score five runs.
Antracoli and Steve Bach held
the Spartans to four hits and
two earned runs but failed to
get the backing needed to gain
command.
Meanwhile Tiger hitting left
something to be desired as their
scores came on four successive
walks in the seventh and a
string of singles by Bob Carruesco, John Carpenter and
Buck in the ninth.

Swimmers
Second in
PCAA

civil, electrical, electronic, industrial, mechanical,
metallurgical, nuclear...

*
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The second game turned out
to be a pitcher's duel as cap
tain Mike Normoyle foiled the
Spartans for nine innings and
posted his third win of the sea-

Speedsters Set
New Records
The UOP track team led by
Gary Lewis, defeated San Fran
cisco State and Stanislaus State
in a triple duel met last week
end. The score was UOP 92,
SF State 54 and Stanislaus State
14.
Lewis anchored the 440 relay
and the two mile and in the
latter event helped break the
school record by running a 9:
24.1.
In the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles Lewis set a new meet
mark with a time of 54.3.
Others on the team who
broke records were Ai Kirchenman in the 880 with a time of
1:55.3, Bud Travaille in the
broad jump with a jump of 6'
7Vfe" and Mark Gardner who
ran the two mile in 9:24.1.
Other first place finishers for
UOP were Ross Cardinale in the
mile, Lewis in the 120 high hurd
les, Estin in the 440, Wilson in
the pole vault, and Hurst in the
discus.
The track team will be busy
again tomorrow when they face
UC Davis.

Live and work in one of
the nation's most
sought-after areas.
Civilian Career opportunities with—
•sure recognition of talent
.regular salary increases
•job security

.
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•unmatched potential for personal
and professional growth
,choice of 2 San Francisc0 Bay Area
locations

SAN FRANCISCO BAY NAVAL SHIPYARD
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